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ABSTRACT
Script injection is one type of fault present in web, which mostly utilizes user data to execute code without applying any type of filters. Script injection can impact both client and server making exposing them to vulnerabilities. Security and related products may need to execute logic on the client-side generally in a browser. In order to achieve this, proxy servers inject appropriate JavaScript code into the responses they proxy. Typically, the injection point is at the end of the body element. The framework introduced in this paper rather uses a stack-based approach to determine the injection point in the web page. Ten kilobytes from the end of a web page are given as a string input to the framework, after tokenization and construction of the vector of tokens. A stack is used to determine the injection point. Along with the position of the injection point, a warning flag is also estimated indicating the correctness of the injection point. Different types of web pages were considered for running the unit tests and fuzzy tests on the framework. These classes of pages are determined by crawling most used web pages. The injected scripts are executed once the body content is completely loaded. Hence, it can retrieve maximum information without affecting end-user performance. It also does the job at a low cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) has gained major attention in the current day with Web2.0 [1]. One major concern in software development is accessibility and accessibility of any website can be improved with JavaScript being used suitably with utmost care. JavaScript injection is the inclusion of one’s own code in a webpage by checking the cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in any website. These changes can only be seen at the client end since it is a ‘client-side’ language. Some common methods to inject are, employ developers console for inserting script, inclusion of the script within the address bar, inclusion of scripts into comment field or other forms – XSS.

JavaScript is enabled and supported by default in most of the major browsers. It is a widespread tool employed to develop browser interfaces since it is simple and is fully integrated with HTML/CSS. Communication over internet to the server can be done with ease regarding the origin of the current page. But the ability to obtain data from other sites is crippled. Even though this should be possible, it becomes essential to enter into an explicit agreement from the remote side which is a safety limitation.

Web security recommends defensive measures and protocols that organization must embrace in order to protect themselves from cyber-attacks and dangers of utilizing web channels. To implement web security, it is important to get essential information from the end user. This is where proxy servers come in.
They inject script into the responses and then forward it to the end user. This entire transaction is shown in Figure 1. A proxy server is a computer framework or switch that facilitates a transfer between client and server. A caching hypertext transfer protocol (or HTTP) proxy handles the HTTP/HTTPS requests that arrive at the server to serve content to the end user. The proxy also has web application firewall capabilities, where the traffic is inspected, and security policies are enforced.

Figure 1. A request response exchange with reference to script late injection

Script late injection (SLI) is a framework which can be used by the proxy servers to inject JavaScript at appropriate position in the page based on the last N kilobytes, generally 10 kilobytes of chunk from the hypertext markup language (HTML) page. Most common injection point is at the end of body element (at the ending </body> tag). Among other things, this helps to achieve low impact to end user's performance. Two approaches were used so far. First, Parse the whole page from the start using page modify parser, locating tags </body>, inject "<script>...</script>" before that. Second, Treat the page as plaintext, search string "</body>" and replace it with "<script>...</script></body>". Both have shortcomings in functionality and most importantly processing cost. Script late injection (SLI) solution is offered which is developed as standalone library and later integrated with the proxy server configurations.

Mao et al. [2] uses identification of function-level execution information model for application vulnerabilities. It is possible for attackers to inject the code and activate it under the same conditions as in the original app. In such cases, this approach may miss the injection within a target function. Li et al. [3] explains data object model analysis-based method to crawl the web applications using JavaScript injection and runtime analysis. This raises difficulties, for example, the parallel and cross-browser compatible crawling, specific domain websites crawling which demand an aide from domain information, focused website crawling and so on. Control of traffic through traffic analysis [4] is demonstrated for a given pattern of traffic request at a proxy server that suits the analytic model. An ideal situation is assumed with finite size of web proxy cache memory. The approach employed limited number of files to determine bandwidth requirement considering hit rate and hit misses however packet jitter is proposed to be included for matching up with the real-world scenario. Kishore et al. [5] uses drive by download defense model for preventing malicious JavaScript injection attacks. This is a browser extension and hence needs enabling of extensions in browser, which is not available in all scenarios. Extensions are not available for mobile devices, and all the browsers do not support it.

Barua et al. [6] utilizes code randomization model combined with a static analysis strategy to forestall JavaScript infusion attacks. This technique has no offline analysis, possibilities of incorrectly modeling the internal application programming interfaces (APIs) of the browser, runtime protection framework. The browsers when deliver the embedded non-HTML files that contain malicious JavaScript code in the form of HTML files, would result in the possibility of content sniffing attacks [7]. Though there are approaches to handle these kinds of attacks, the existing approaches face certain limitations. Therefore, an approach to simulate the behavior of browser via sample download testing and detection mechanism at server
side to detect content sniffing attack is addressed. The proposed approach is evaluated on real world PHP programs and obtained results indicate that sniffing attacks could be overcome by preventing the upload of malicious files.

Shahriar et al. [8] uses comment injection-based model for preventing JavaScript injection attacks. Randomness in JavaScript comments is not reliable parameter for detection of injected code. Pre-processing of JavaScript, for example, the expulsion of comment tags and deletion of return keywords in event handlers is computationally expensive and could take additional time. Several advanced features of browsers were initially extensions from third party. Though these features provided some of the powerful extensions to browser, these if employed inappropriately could lead to security threats. Hence few browsers restricted the extension capabilities. Therefore the work [9] proposes verified security for browser extensions in form of high level languages in contrast to API based approach. Comparison of attacks built using web content filtering policies with content-sniffing XSS attacks is presented with reference to a scenario of conference management system is presented. Content sniffing algorithms [10] considering 3 browsers for specific web applications is proposed that describes filter based models that block XSS attacks for content sniffing. Due to increased popularity of XSS in web developers who fail to validate user data, poses some crucial security threats to web applications. Secure web application proxy [11] is described that detects and prevents XSS attacks at the server side. The HTML responses are caught by a reverse proxy that detects and mitigates several vulnerabilities.

Browser extensions based on JavaScript [12] are popular among browsers like Firefox and its related tools. Current attacks illustrate that JavaScript extensions (JSE) pose threats to browser security, therefore security architecture for browser extensions that tracks information in-flow and detect if malicious content is passed is described. The approach mainly dealt with explicit flow of information and cross-domain flows in Firefox browser. Further this was evaluated on JSE that contained both malicious and benign cases that also analyzed the runtime overheads. When malicious content is embedded in browser extension, the attacker would also modify the display mode to make the effect of malicious display transparent to users. Therefore abnormal visibility [13] that proposes display features to highlight embedded malicious code. This approach is observed to provide higher efficiency with reduced cost for maintenance.

Li et al. [14] uses chunk dependence graph-based model for real-time content transformation of web pages. Content transformation of streaming web data might increase the performance but there is no security aspects described. Byte-streaming, chunk-streaming, and whole-file buffering methods are susceptible to serious web attacks. In view of optimizing bandwidth and improving performance at the server side approaches such a proxy servers [15] or caching servers are introduced. The functionality of proxy servers was extended to match up the current web 2.0 trends. As compared to reusing of passive cache objects by the proxy servers functionalities such as prefetching content and distribution of cached content was researched and proposed as next generation proxy servers. As the demand of services catered on web is increasing, wide variety of services on web/web applications are gaining popularity. To match these demands good caching policies are being researched. Since traditional caching do not meet the requirements of web 2.0 due to varied reasons various cache replacement [16] algorithms are discussed. These cache replacement algorithms [17] are mainly dealt considering the key parameters to make them possible for adapting as policy for proxy servers. The main consideration here is for any sample of the workload, the approach needs to adjust dynamically the changes in the sample. The approaches thus employed for caching in proxy servers achieve reduced miss rates, increased hit rates that leads to reduced cost incurred while a miss happens in cached environment. The approach of caching suitably addresses the performance for mobile environments [18]. Mobile devices are constrained by battery and hence mostly get disconnected quite frequently for optimizing the battery usage. To add on these issues bandwidth is also limited in such environments. In order to address these issues an IR-based cache invalidation algorithm that effectively brings down the latency and bandwidth usage is proposed that is observed to significantly improve the throughput. When the web application accesses an object that is not in local cache, it is to be downloaded and transmitted from the server which incurs cost in terms of latency, bandwidth and power. The main aim of any approach is bring down these while fetching/prefetching the data item. Data prefetching [19] schemes that effective communicate data from server over wireless channel that experience fluctuation to mobile terminals is extensively researched. Such a scheme aims to dynamically prefetch data by choosing an appropriate power level for transmitting data and also exhibit potential trade-offs in terms of performance.

Hung et al. [20] uses adaptive proxy-based web content transformation model. Data-type specific content transformation, such as selective filtering and compression are not enough for effective security and performance. The transformations mentioned are data specific and does not involve security enhancement or performance enhancement. Although citations mentioned in the literature review analyzed the injected JavaScript, or the content transformations, they never posed a solution for determination of injection point for JavaScript, which is addressed in this paper.
Response time reduction at the proxy servers can be realized through caching. Reducing response time by means of an effective cache replacement algorithm forms crucial in optimizing the performance metric. Though these cache replacement algorithms use a subset of documents it becomes critical that they maintain consistency of these documents that are cached. Unified cache replacement algorithms [21] that integrates consistency in the replacement algorithms is discussed along with performance study is presented.

Multimedia access over WWW requires guarantee of quality of service (QoS) that transforms the content adaptively based on the agreement of bandwidth by estimating the network conditions. Hence the discussion on negotiating the bandwidth [22] for guaranteeing the web presentation delivery that ensures the requirements in a dynamic network for matching faster and reliable access is presented. The concept of spatial and temporal locality [23] is modeled for the requests that coming on to web servers is discussed. Self-similarity is employed for modeling the spatial locality of references. It was shown through the results that the self-similarity in traces of requests to web servers show correlation in the data set. This correlation in the distribution aid in achieving better cache performance. Performance gains for distributed information systems is proposed through two different approaches viz data dissemination mechanism and speculative service [24], while the former propagates the information from the producer to consumer which in turn reduces the traffic and balances the load, the later serves the other end with rest of the other documents along with the one that is requested based on the property of spatial location.

Based on desired grade of service, an approach for determining the bandwidth requirement [25] for both type of connections included the individual and multiplexed connections is described. Control procedures are invoked for optimizing the network usage along with using the link metrics. In order to minimize the amount of raw data accessible at various levels of IoT architecture, an approach the employs fog and edge computing [26] is described. Though this approach is shown to be efficient it is vulnerable to device level attacks.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

In this section, the approach undertaken in this paper is discussed comprehensively. The following activity diagram in Figure 2, shows the different processing stages in the framework after generation of proper HTML from the input. A string (interpreted as 8-bit byte stream) of size N kilobytes (by default 10 kilobytes) is given as input to the framework, which essentially is the last N kilobytes of the HTML page to which script needs to be injected. A token represented by the name of the tag, type of the tag (open/closed) and the position in the given string. The default end_tag_html is initialized as EOF which points to the end of file.

![Figure 2. Different processing stages in the framework after generation of proper HTML from the input](image-url)
2.1. Proper HTML string generation from input

To minimize the cost a fixed size (generally 10 kB) chunk from end of HTML file is considered to detect the injection point. Most of the pages are larger than 10 kB. So, construction of proper HTML is an important step in this algorithm. HTML string received is tokenized and required tokens are extracted. The input string is tokenized into HTML tokens. The loop is executed until all the tokens that are generated by the tokenizer is used.

The list shown in the Figure 3, includes those tags which are self-closing (empty element) because these tags obviously will not enclose the HTML content. Tags which appear inside head and other tags like script style will not contain any HTML. They are used for scripts/styling in the HTML Script, Canvas, NoScript, and Style. These tags either used for manipulating document object model (DOM) or for styling the page. Hence, inside they have CSS or JavaScript, or canvas scripting API code. Hence, these tags are ignored. Both the start and end tags are ignored as per the list. In each iteration, token obtained from tokenizer is checked if it is a token to be ignored (self-closing tags and tags in head section), if it is not, then the token is pushed to a vector for further processing. Then it goes for the next token obtained from tokenizer.

```
```

Figure 3. List of self-closing tags

2.2. Determining the missing opening tags in the input string

Consider the input string as last N kilobytes of HTML shown in Figure 4. Tokenization of the input generates the set of vectors shown in Figure 5. The vector of tokens is reversed. For each token in the vector if it is an ending or closing tag it is pushed to the stack, if it is a starting or opening tag the token at the top of the stack is popped after checking if it has the same name as shown in Figure 6.

```
<pt></body></script> </h1></h1> </body> </html>
```

Figure 4. Input string to the SLI framework

Figure 5. Vector of tokens

Figure 6. Stack after push and pop of tags
Now the tokens remaining in stack are those ending tags which do not have corresponding starting tags. Until the stack is empty, each token is popped, and corresponding starting tag is appended to the vector of tokens as shown in Figure 7. This forms the vector of tokens which contains “proper” HTML content. Now reverse these tokens again. An empty string is initialized. For each token in vector, if it is a starting tag string of “<name>” is appended to string, else, string of “</name>” is pushed to string which gives the preprocessed string. Finally, the pair of original vectors of tokens and the preprocessed string is returned as shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 7. Vector of tokens](image)

2.3. Determination of resultant token and warning flag

A variable for resultant token is initialized to end of the file if </html> is absent. Otherwise, it is initialized to </html>. Tokenize the tags again by the approach explained in previous step. Again, using the same approach pop closing tags for encountering its corresponding opening tags until the stack is empty, if the last token popped is </body> then it is initialized as resultant token. In other cases of resultant token warning is raised. Warning flag is raised if any of the conditions given in Table 1 is true. Position of resultant token and warning flag is returned as output from the algorithm. For the given example string the result is: (21, false).

![Figure 8. Proper HTML string](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If body token is not the result token.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If there are more than one body tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If html end tag is absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If there are trailing data (comments, html data) after end of body tag or html tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>If there are attributes in html or body end tags (which is uncommon)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After the development of this framework, it was important to make sure it works not only against the standard HTML endings but also for the variety of classes of tags defined in Table 2. A repository classifying 500,000 most used websites into these categories was prepared in the preliminary stages of this project. The "*" indicates the position of injection and "(...)" indicates the rest of the data. Therefore, Google test was used to test the SLI framework. Unit tests were developed for all varieties of page endings found in the Table 2 which are verified against the result from the SLI framework. The position of injection as well as warning is checked.

Miscellaneous tags like nested body tags are also tested. Fuzzing tests are written with the help of Domato, an open-source DOM fuzzzer from google which generates HTML string in run time. Custom HTML strings are also generated by Domato just by changing the configurations in the template file, and tested. Component tests were written for the methods defined in the framework which were responsible for preprocessing the HTML string, and to determine the trailing tags, attributes, or comments to raise the warning.
### Table 2. Varieties of HTML endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Type of Ending</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>(...)*&lt;/body&gt;/html&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trailing data with html tags</td>
<td>(...)&lt;/body&gt;&lt;html&gt;&lt;span style=&quot;display:none;&quot;&gt;XPM&lt;/span&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Trailing data with comments</td>
<td>(...)*&lt;/body&gt;&lt;!--!-&gt;html&gt;&lt;!--!-&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>(...)*&lt;/html&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multiple body tags within and out of comments/scripts</td>
<td>(...)&lt;script&gt;document.write(&quot;(...)/&lt;html&gt;&quot;)&lt;/script&gt;*&lt;/body&gt;/html&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in introduction section, standard approaches for script injection that were used so far are page modify parser and find and replace. Page modify Parser tokenizes entire HTML page into set of tokens then identifies the point of injection as specified by the metadata in the request received or the configurations in the proxy. Later, it injects the script at the identified position. For example, if the metadata indicates to inject before </body>, then `<script>...</script>` will be injected before that. Find and Replace approach considers the entire page as plain text then processes the page character by character to find the required tag to replace. Later, it will be replaced with concatenation of script that is to be injected and original tag. For example, if the metadata indicates to inject before </body>, then it will be replaced with `<script>...</script></body>.

It is important for any computer algorithm, especially for the one that operates on the fly and has significant impact on user experience to be efficient and reliable. To measure the efficiency, web pages of size from 500 kB to 4 MB are considered. On each of these web pages, injection of JavaScript at the end of the body tag is performed using script late injection parser, page modify parser and find and replace parser respectively. Space efficiency and time efficiency of approaches to script injection is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. Each of the data point represents arithmetic mean over twenty iterations. For a web page of size 2 MB, script late injection takes 207872 bytes to complete the transformation, page modify parser takes 7261923 bytes to complete the transformation, while find and replace takes 4034205 bytes to complete the transformation. For a web page of size 2 MB, script late injection takes 0.004132 seconds to complete the transformation, page modify parser takes 0.01545 seconds to complete the transformation, while find and replace takes 0.03456 seconds to complete the transformation. From both point of analysis script late injection parser performs way better than other two parsers. From the above analysis, it is vividly justified that script late injection is better than other two approaches in both time and space efficiencies.

The limitation of this approach is, if the window picks last 10 kilobytes from the arithmetic ‘<’ or ‘>’ symbol in the JavaScript section of the HTML page, there might be problem to determine the tags. This is because the tokenizer considers ‘<’ as start of a HTML tag. The subsequent stream of characters is treated as name of the tag until ‘>’ symbol is discovered again. This might cause the tokenizer to crash or generate erroneous opening tag. Consider the following example `<script> if (x<y) console.log("hi") </script>`. In this case the tokenizer finds tags as `<script>, < y) console.log("hi") </script>` while the expected tags are `<script>, <script>`. This problem is handled by using a static map at present which contains all the existing HTML tags, but this cannot be a permanent solution as HTML tags can depreciate or new tags can be added over time which might be ignored by the tokenizer.

![Figure 9. Space efficiency of approaches to script injection](image-url)
CONCLUSION

In this research paper a novel approach was proposed for script injection to the web pages by proxy servers for security and other purposes. The framework designed is not only faster than other two approaches but also is cheaper in terms of computational cost. This approach of injection executes the JavaScript once the complete page is loaded and hence it retrieves the maximum information from the end user with minimal impact on their performance. The results conclusively show that the SLI parser performs better than the conventional parsers that are present in the industry. Future enhancements can be done to eliminate the limitation of this approach.
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